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A la Table
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1. SHOwSTOppER CAndLE!    NEW
The product with the exclamation mark!
Say no more. This is an all-singing all-
dancing candle for a birthday cake, full of 
surprises. Resplendent in the middle of your 
icing stands a colourful kitsch plastic flower 
fraught with excitement. Light its sparkling 
candle and the flower will blossom and spin 
with exuberance, and delight you with a 
rendition of “Happy Birthday”. Whatever 
you imagine…it’s better! H 16cm.
£6.50	 P-SHOW

2. COLOuREd nAmE pLACE bAubLES
These coloured versions of our Silver 
Name Place Baubles are perfect for summer 
parties. In a range of jewel-like colours, 
they will look simply stunning on your table, 
whatever your colour scheme. Dia 3cm.
£14.50 X-CNAME  Pack of 10

3. bATTERy TEA LIgHT
When you want to create a romantic 
effect with candlelight outside, it’s always 
bound to be too breezy, but these clever 
windproof battery tea lights are the perfect 
solution! They look just like standard tea 
lights, right down to the flame, and the 
replaceable watch lithium batteries will last 
for about 72 hours. Dia 4cm.
£16.50	 P-BATT  Set of 12 

4. HEART SpARKLERS
An unusual and effective addition to your 
wedding celebrations. Create one of the 
evening’s most memorable moments - dim 
the lights, get everyone to light these gold-
dusted sparklers and drink a toast to you!
£8.50	 P-SPKL  Set of 10 

5. pRETTy COCKTAIL
STICK dECORATIOnS
For the most elegant drinks or nibbles, 
a set of 24 re-usable cocktail stick 
decorations, designed by us, exclusively 
for you. Delicately stamped heart, star 
and bird shapes clipped to the sticks and 
presented in a voile drawstring bag. When 
used, simply detach the decorations and 
re-attach to new sticks. H 8cm.
£16 X-STICKDEC	 Set of 24

6. SuRpRISE bALL
These pretty looking crepe balls in assorted 
bright colours carry surprise gifts hidden 
in the layers of crepe.We found it difficult 
to rip them apart because they looked 
so gorgeous on the dinner table, but we 
wanted to see what was inside. You and 
the kids will have to wait and see. Single 
ball. Circ 30cm. Not suitable for very young 
children due to small parts.
£7.50 P-BALL
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NEW
dELECTAbLE dOILIES
Doilies are back! Or did they ever go away? Another 
of our retro product re-thinks. A pack of 30 kitsch 
paper doilies in fabulously bright colours on which to 
outlandishly present food. Place them under cakes, 
tarts and canapés, or straight onto the table as place 
settings. 3 sizes, 10 of each. Dia 26cm, 20cm, 14cm.
£5.50 P-DOILIE	 Pack of 30

NEW
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6. pARTy TAbLE numbERS    NEW
Let us relieve you of another essential detail in the planning and 
design of your wedding or party. If your event has a table plan
with numbered tables you will need these. The numbers 1 to 20
on cards to label the tables. Printed in our divine graphic, they 
would look gorgeous clipped into our Heart Name Holders.
A5 size(H 148mm x W 105mm).
£ 7.50 P-TABLENUMBER					Pack of 20

7. FLORAL HEART pEgS 
There’s no end to the number of uses you could find for these 
delicate wooden pegs - the tiny floral material hearts would
make great name place holders on your wedding table. 
Afterwards, why not clip one onto your jacket pocket or use
them to clip cards to your noticeboard? Bag of 12. H 2cm .
£3.50 P-PEG

8. pAISLEy TEAR OFF nApKInS    NEW
These immensely clever cotton napkins are a really great idea. 
A roll of tear-off and re-usable napkins in 100% cotton, in our 
exclusive rich paisley design which can be washed and ironed too. 
Fantastic for drinks in the garden, finger food, buffets, concerts, 
posh picnics and weddings. Each napkin 21cm x 21cm. Roll of 25.
£17.50	 P-PAISNAP

9. wEddIng TAbLE TRIVIA 
For an instant hit at your wedding reception, why not invite guests  
to break the ice with their table companions by asking these trivia 
questions? Each of the four boxes in the set contains 60 cards 
featuring questions and answers with a romantic twist, including 
everyday teasers on the topics of pop, film and literature.
Each box: H 4.5cm x W 5cm x D 5cm.
£8.50 P-TRIV	  Set of 4 boxes

4. mIXEd SugAR HEART
These are the sweetest things. Decorative white, brown and amber 
coloured sugar cubes with cut-out sections, all ready to perch 
on the rim of your coffee cup. Fantastic for Valentines, bridal and 
baby showers, any special party, or simply as a small treat for 
every day - your chance to be the hostess with the mostest! 250g. 
£21	 P-HEARTSUG   Approx 64 in the box 

5. HEART nAmE HOLdERS
An easy and pretty way of informing your guests of place settings, 
table numbers or buffet dishes at a wedding reception or party. 
The twisted metal sticks of these heart-shaped holders can be
stuck into flower arrangements, oasis or any type of holder.
Simply slip your handwritten or printed card into the heart.
Product has a rust-effect finish. Dia 7cm x H 46cm.
£25 P-HHOLD  Pack of 5

1. pInK And REd HEART SugAR
They say it’s all in the detail, those tiny little touches that make
you smile and, when added together, produce a memorable day. 
This is one detail that will do just that. Pretty sugar lumps painted 
with pink and red hearts. Each box contains 30 cubes.
£12.50	 P-SUG  

2. nAmE pLACE VASES
An original idea that is sure to enhance every dining table.  
This clever vase doubles as a name place holder, or perhaps
it’s the other way around. Pretty and practical, it’s ideal for dinner 
parties or weddings and would be a lovely gift for your guests
to take home. Use with our handmade cards. H 2.5cm.
£32 P-HOLD  Set of 8

3. nAmE pLACE bAubLES
Designed by us, and sold exclusively by us, these innovative, 
silvered glass bauble name holders add an elegant touch to any 
dining table. Perfect for your next dinner party or for wedding 
guests. Designed with a flat base to hold it steady, the bauble’s 
clip holds your dining companion’s name on top. Use with our 
handmade cards. Dia 3cm.
£14.50	 P-NAME  Pack of 10

Look on the web for more great ideas!6 www.coxandcox.co.uk   0844 858 0744 7
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5. “SAVE THE dATE” pEnCILS    NEW
When planning a wedding you decide on a date and want 
to make sure that everyone knows it before you send out the 
invitations. We suggest sending these pencils, personalised with 
your names and the date to be saved. Of course it’s an idea that 
can be used for any event, not just a wedding. With their pencil 
your guests will remember the date long afterwards too. 
Boxed. L 19cm.
Please allow 28 days for delivery.Order online only. 
£28	 P-SAVEDATE						Gift	tub	of	25	

6. SILVER CHOCOLATE HEARTS    NEW
A taste of chocolate has now become an integral part of
every celebration. Not really surprising. We love it so.
These lip-smacking milk chocolate heart lollies are wrapped
in silver foil, especially for weddings. Scatter them about, on
the tables, with the drinks, in the flowers or around the garden, 
but don’t let the Page Boys eat them all. L 12cm. 
£42 P-CHOCHEART						Pack	of	36

1. CALICO HEARTS    NEW
A heart is an obvious motif for a wedding, a symbol of the event. 
How about a box of 24 little stuffed calico hearts, decorated 
with white buttons and glass beads? They can be hung from their 
silvery wire anywhere you want. Or present them as wedding 
favours - they can hang them on handles or drawer knobs back 
home. Heart W 6cm, Wire L 12cm. 
£34 P-CALICO		 Pack	of	24

2. CuTLERy CHARmS    NEW
Cutlery has been an ever-present charm for all time, and a symbol 
of abundance and plenty. At a wedding it’s a wish for the Bride
and Groom. It’s also a gorgeous little decorative adornment
for the event and something to take home to remember it by.
An ivory-coloured ribbon looped through a miniature metal knife, 
fork and spoon. Try tying it around the napkins or threading it 
through the place names. Cutlery L 5cm, Ribbon L 18cm. 
£7.50  P-CUTLERY	 Pack	of	4

7. VInTAgE dESIgn COnES
These vintage design cones  for favours, sweets or little gifts are hard 
to find! In soft lilac, pearl grey or blue, you can tie them with your own 
co-ordinating ribbon for a really pretty effect. L 15cm.
£6.50 P-CONEL			 Soft	Lilac
£6.50 P-CONEG		 Pearl	Grey
£6.50 P-CONEB			 Blue

8. VInTAgE dESIgn CAKE bOXES
These retro styled wedding cake boxes in either soft pink, pale green 
or blue are so pretty and unusual. Once assembled, they are sturdy 
and it’s easy just to pop your cake in and close the top. Holds cake 
size L 7.5cm x W 4.5cm x D 5.5cm. pack of 10.
£6.50 P-CBOXP			 Soft	Pink
£6.50 P-CBOXG		 Pale	Green
£6.50 P-CBOXB			 Blue

3. SEEd FAVOuRS SET
Give your party a fresh-air feel with these great seedbooks.
Your guests will take them away, plant the seeds and remember your 
wedding or party as they watch the plants grow. Each one contains 
10 seed sticks ready to pop into the ground. An assorted mixture of 
Alpine Strawberry, Herb Garden, Wild Flower, Sweet William and 
Butterfly Flowers in each pack. 
£55 P-SEED  Box of 50 books

4. “bRIdE And gROOm” pEnCILS    NEW
Have your names written on these pencils as a memento of your 
wedding as a wedding favour. It’s a good quality pencil too,
natural wood appearance with a rubber on top and silver type,
presented in a good-looking box. L 19cm.
Please allow 28 days for delivery.Order online only. 
£28	 P-NAMEPENCIL						Gift	tub	of	25
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1. FAmOuS FACES mASKS
These famous faces masks are excellent fun to pass around among 
your guests! Each pack contains 8 characters - David Bowie, Clint 
Eastwood, Dame Edna, Marilyn Monroe, Elvis Presley, Charlie 
Chaplin, Audrey Hepburn and Carmen Miranda - with each design 
having fabric ties to keep it firmly in place. Avg H 20cm x W 33cm.
£15.50 P-MASKF  Set of 8

2. CHInESE FORTunE STICKS
Fortune sticks are an ancient form of Chinese fortune telling and 
each one is inscribed with an individual fate. These wooden sticks 
make wonderful wedding favours, tucked inside napkins or unusual 
place markers. L 16cm each stick.
£18.50	 P-STICK   Set of 78 

3. TEn VOILE pARTy bAgS
You just know that people will want to keep these fab voile party 
bags long after the occasion is over. They’re lightweight, but
strong enough to hold all manner of party treats and plenty of
other childhood treasures for years to come. Wonderful zingy 
colours and a welcome relief from the normal plastic party bags. 
H 34cm x W 18cm.
£8.50 C-BAG  Pack of 10

4. wEddIng FAVOuR bAdgES
We designed these to add a bit of sparkle and spice to your 
wedding. They are exclusively ours, now exclusively yours. 12 
Wedding favour badges in black, white and fuschia pink, with 12 
pithy statements for you to hand to some suitable guests,
or scatter on the tables for them to pick up. The sayings include
“I’m next”, “I love the Groom” and “the bouquet is mine”. Dia 4cm.
£10.50	 P-BADGSET	 Set of 12

5. OLd SCHOOL wEddIng bAdgES
Be original at your wedding and have a lot of fun with these 
fantastic ‘old school’ name badges for bride, groom, bridesmaid, 
best man and usher. We have included badges for Hen and Stag 
parties too. Cleverly styled on the ‘head girl’ type of enamelled 
badge that is instantly recognisable from school days.
Each badge: H 4cm x W 3cm.
£5.50	 P-BADGEB		 Bride
£5.50	 P-BADGEG		 Groom
£5.50	 P-BADGEBR		 Bridesmaid
£5.50	 P-BADGEBM	 Best Man
£5.50	 P-BADGEU Usher
£5.50	 P-BADGEH	 Hen
£5.50	 P-BADGES	 Stag

4 5
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Love Tokens

1. SHAdOw bOXES
Our wooden shadow boxes come in two sizes, are beautifully 
handmade and make charming, original wedding or christening 
presents. Each frame is hinged at the front and backed with our Cox 
& Cox fabric to allow you to attach nostalgic memorabilia with the 
supplied pins. Perfect for love letters, postcards, jewellery, arts and 
crafts, baby booties or perhaps baby’s first vest!
£40	 H-BOXS   Small  H 26cm x W 26cm x D 2cm (as shown)
£62	 H-BOXL   Large  H 49cm x W 46cm x D 2cm (not shown)

2. HAngIng HEART
This hand-carved wooden French heart with hanging loop will add 
tactile charm. It would make a great bridesmaid gift or hang them 
from the chairs at your wedding venue.  H 9.5cm x W 10cm.
£8.50 F-HEART	

3. THREE SILVEREd mILAgROS
Hand-made silvered milagros like these are really very special. 
Originating from Mexico, milagros are traditional folk charms that 
are used as votive offerings. Each of these differently sized charms 
is hung on black ribbon and they come in a box. 
H 10cm x W 6cm; H 13cm x W 8cm; H 20cm x W 13cm.
£15.50 H-MIL  Set of 3

WEDDING LIStS
If you are interested in our Wedding List Service,

please call our customer service line on

0844 858 0734 for more details.
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4. buTTOn HEART
Beautifully crafted using mother of pearl buttons, this charming item 
would be a great inexpensive gift - the perfect present to show 
your appreciation. Or why not use several as wonderful wedding 
decorations? It would also look particularly pretty tucked into your 
bouquet. Dia 8cm.
£6.50 H-BUTT

5. LO-VE pILLOwCASES
These striking pillowcases certainly make a statement, in
gorgeous hot pink. They’re a great way to brighten up any
plain duvet. Available as a pair, they would make an excellent 
present for newly weds, or the great romantics amongst you.
100% cotton.  L 75cm x W 50cm.
£36 H-LOVE  Set of 2

1. ALL yOu nEEd IS LOVE!
This lovely message is hand-stencilled onto two wooden panels
to create attractive and original typographic wall art. Use them
to make a strong style statement on your wall. Would make an 
original and memorable wedding or anniversary present.
Each panel: L 91cm x H 46cm. With a distressed finish, these
are handmade.
£250 P-LOVEALL	

2. EnjOy SIgn
This graphic 3D wooden sign gives a powerful message, Enjoy.
It is painted off-white to suit any decor - simply hang on a wall or
sit on a shelf. It would make a great wedding gift - perhaps from
the Bride to the Groom!
H 23cm x W 2cm x L 54cm.
£15.50 H-ENJOY

3. CARVEd AngEL wIngS
This beautiful pair of hand-carved wooden angel wings will look
heavenly on any wall of your wedding ceremony or reception. 
Made from limed wood, they work wonderfully against plain 
plaster, in particular. Why not hang them above your bed 
afterwards? Carving may vary, hanging fixings on reverse.  H 30cm.
£35 H-ANG Pair

6. FRIEndSHIp bIRdS
These two beautiful birds come in a neat little nesting box.
Made from weathered metal, you can give one as a gift and
keep the other as proof of an enduring friendship. Simple but
totally adorable.  L 6cm.
£9.50 G-BIRD Box of 2

7. mR And mRS LETTERS
This boxed set of separate white letters would make a wonderful 
wedding or anniversary present. The set comprises individual letters 
with an antique plaster finish, and are hand carved so will vary very 
slightly. They would look fabulous on a brightly painted wall or 
above a bed. Average letter: H 12cm x W 13cm.
£50 P-MR Set of 6 letters, boxed singly

Look on the web for more great ideas!12
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5. TO HAVE And TO HOLd RIbbOn
Beautifully designed in soft ivory and old rose pink, this gorgeous 
grosgrain ribbon can be used to tie around favours, presents, 
napkins or any other item on the big day. W 1cm x L 20m.
£14.50 P-HAVE	

6. pERSOnALISEd wEddIng RIbbOn    NEW
We will print your names and the date you are to be married
in subtle grey type on our double faced satin white ribbon.
Then you can use it however you want. Tie it around flowers 
or napkins, to wrap favours and presents, or even to keep the 
Bridesmaid’s hair tidy. Please allow 28 days for personalisation and 
delivery. Order online only. L 20m.
£18.50 P-WEDRIBB

7. dECORATIVE LACE TApE    NEW
A pretty and delicate lace pattern on adhesive tape, with a
clear background. Use this lengthy roll to wrap any present
or parcel - it even looks fabulous on plain brown paper.
Some small variations in pattern. Tape W 2cm, Roll 66m.
£5.50 M-LACE

8. HAndmAdE CARdS
These heavy, handmade place cards are lovely to write
on and look great with our name place vases and baubles.
They also make great gift tags. H 5.5cm  x W 9cm .
£10.50	 H-NAME  Pack of 50 placecards

9. FOLdEd nAmE pLACE CARdS 
Great value pre-folded blank place cards onto which you
add the name. We have punched a hole in the corner for you
to attach some ribbon in a bow, or your own decoration.
Folded card 10 x 5cm. Ribbons shown not included. 
£4.50 P-NCARD   Pack of 25

www.coxandcox.co.uk   0844 858 0744 15
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Make it
Personal

1. dIAmAnTE buCKLES    NEW
Here’s something to have a little fun with. A pack of sparkly
glass diamante buckles that suggest so many applications.
Thread a ribbon of your choice through them and use them
as napkin holders or to decorate a glass or floral centrepiece.
If your wedding has a colour co-ordination choose a ribbon
to match it. Really eye-catching. Pack of 10 .
£12.50	 P-BUCKLE	

2. HEART CHOCOLATE mOuLdS
It’s a doddle to make luscious heart-shaped chocolates using this 
special mould. Because it’s made from silicone, it’s flexible, so your 
sweets won’t crack or crumble when it’s time to turn them out.
And you don’t have to restrict yourself to chocolate creations 
either! This mould is great for preparing tasty treats for all sorts of 
parties and the chocolates would make a lovely inexpensive gift
or wedding favour. 15 chocolates per mould. L 21cm x W 10.5cm.
£12.50 P-MOULD	

3. SCALLOpEd HEART punCH
Get creative for your wedding: you can make unbelievable confetti 
and cards, personalise your wedding stationery, adorn favour 
boxes or decorate service sheets with this wonderful punch.
It’s easy to use on any paper - tissue paper, newspaper, gift wrap 
or even recycled kids drawings - and creates gorgeous cut-out 
scalloped hearts.  Punch: L 12.5cm x W 8cm. Hearts: L 4.5cm x W 4.5cm.
£10.50 P-PUNCH

4. FAVOuR bOXES
This pack of twelve round cardboard boxes is a fantastic way of 
customising your own wedding favours. Whatever your wedding 
style, simply select ribbons, flowers or sequins to decorate 
individual boxes. They can even be painted or stamped, so just use 
your imagination. Fill them with a handmade chocolate, love poem, 
dried flower, a shell or charm . . . H 2.5cm x Dia 5cm.
£6.50 P-BOX	 Pack of 12

Look on the web for more great ideas!14
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1. FAbuLOuS bOX OF STAmpS
We’ve designed our own ultimate box of stamps! Suitable for
any occasion and any age of user, they include 22 rubber stamps
of almost every salutation imaginable and a black ink pad.
£25 M-FAB	 Contains 22 stamps and black ink pad

2. dIVInE dIngbATS
The definition of a dingbat is a ‘printer’s flourish’ and that’s exactly 
what’s in this lovely addition to our range of stamps designed by us. 
These designs are just fantastic and feature a wide variety of birds, 
hearts and iconic images to use for any occasion on letter headings, 
invitations, postcards, wrapping paper or in notebooks.
£25 M-DSTAMP	 Contains 26 stamps and black ink pad

3. TwEnTy SmALL InK pAdS
Decorate and illustrate to your heart’s content with these 20 amazing 
coloured small ink pads. A brilliantly handy size, they include glittery, 
Day-Glo, bright and pretty colours. What’s more, you can use them 
with any size of stamp, because you put the ink pads to the stamp 
rather than the other way around. Each pad 3cm x 3cm.
£13.50 M-INKB Set of 20 

4. bOX OF gORgEOuS RIbbOnS
This beautiful box of wonderfully coloured ribbons is great for 
wrapping gifts, making cards or even tying up hair. Each of the 
4m-long ribbons have pretty old-fashioned running stitch detail and 
can be easily fed through and cut thanks to the clever box design.
L 23cm x W 11cm x D 7cm.
£34 M-RIBB	 Contains 15 ribbons

5. bIRd & nEST RubbER STAmpS
We all covet these beautifully presented exquisite rubber stamps, 
which feature finely detailed birds and their nests. Ideal for adding 
a personal touch to letterheads, cards and home made wrapping 
paper. 11 assorted stamps, with an ink pad.
£25	 M-BIRD

6. COLOuREd LuggAgE TAgS
A pack of 12 brightly coloured, metal riveted tags with string 
attached. We thought of a myriad of uses for them, from labeling 
presents to place settings at dinner. Why not use Cox & Cox
stamps to complete the look? Each label 10cm x 6cm.
£3.50 M-LUGTAG Set of 12 

7. ALpHAbET STAmpS
This beautiful, exquisitely-packaged stamp set includes a complete 
alphabet, punctuation and numbers, 42 wooden stamp handles, 
labels, rubber pads and ink pad. Great for labels, stationery and 
invitations. Some assembly required. L 11cm x W 14cm x H 6cm.
£18.50	 C-STAMP

8. buTTERFLy RubbER STAmpS
We know you liked our birds stamps so we have come up with 
another design, a set of 8 butterfly stamps. Use them on letter 
headings, invitations, postcards, wrapping paper, in notebooks - 
anywhere your heart desires. The lovely tin contains a selection
of 8 wooden stamps featuring different designs and a black ink pad.
Tin: L 8cm x W 5cm.
£22 M-BUT

9. LuXEmbOuRg RIbbOn 
You will adore these very special spools of luxurious ribbon in 
mouth-watering shades of pink, sage green, ivory and chocolate. 
Combine them with our beautiful tissue paper and gift tags to wrap 
presents your friends will be reluctant to open. Each spool 30ft.
£30	 M-LIN Pack of 4

10. TISSuE pACK
Everyone loves to receive a beautifully wrapped present. So we’ve 
created a fabulous pack of tissue papers in divine colours, 24 sheets 
each of lilac, light blue, light green, pink, cream and chocolate 
papers; 144 sheets in total. Use them singly or mix them up for 
added impact - combine them with the Luxembourg linen ribbon for 
spectacular results.
£20 M-TISS Pack of 144 sheets 
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1. IROn bRAzIER
This handsome iron brazier is a warming addition to any outdoor 
ceremony or reception. Perfect for country and beach weddings, 
you can use it day or night, for decoration or for real heat. It makes 
a superb centre-piecefor everyone to gather around.
H 20cm x Dia 60cm. Weight 19kg.
£88 G-BRAZ

2. CHInESE LAnTERnS
Add an exotic, strong splash of colour to your celebrations for
very little money by hanging these 12 hand-painted Chinese
lanterns from surrounding trees or around the inside of your 
wedding venue. They come as a mixed colour pack of various 
shapes and are not suitable for use with candles or naked flame.
Average size H 12cm x W 12cm.
£7.50 P-CHIN  Set of 12

3. CITROnELLA CAndLES
These delicate little terracotta pots contain citronella wax
candles that would provide a pretty light on outdoor tables at 
summer parties. They would look great grouped in a line on a
large table too. Burning time: 2 hours. H 4cm x Dia at top 3.5cm.
£8.50 G-CIT Pack of 12 

4. gARdEn jEngA
This is a classic game - reproduced in an outdoor giant form for the 
children at your wedding! Build the tower as rickety as you like and 
then take turns to remove each brick without everything tumbling 
down. A simple, yet very satisfying game of strategy.
Each piece : 21cm x W 2.5cm x D 2.5cm.
£30 TO-GJENG

5. CITROnELLA STEEL buCKETS    NEW
Citronella, the essential oil from the leaves of a tall grass in South 
East Asia, when burnt, repels mosquitoes and midges. So to make 
your outdoor summer dinners pest-free, and your barbeques 
bite-light we offer you six citronella candles in little steel buckets. 
They look beautiful lined up along party tables. The distinctive and 
redolent lemon scent is also said to relieve headaches and fatigue. 
H 10cm x Dia 11cm.
£26 G-CITRON	 Set	of	6

www.coxandcox.co.uk   0844 858 0744 19
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Outside
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STRIpEd Sun CAnOpy
Add the most amazing feature to your party this summer with this fab retro-striped sun canopy.
It’s a classic you’ll use every year, as a sheltered setting for snacks and drinks or at a children’s party.
Incredibly easy to assemble, it’s perfect for creating a shaded place in a corner of the garden.
Not waterproof. W 1.8m x D 1.1m x H 1.58m at back rising to 1.75m at front.
£250	 G-SCAN
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1. LOng pLATTER
A brilliant way of presenting food. A lengthy platter made of mango 
wood in a beautiful natural finish. It has a sturdy feel and two blocks 
underneath to lift it off the surface. The platter will look superb
on your table piled with cold meats, bread or cheeses. Easy to store 
too, with a leather hanging thong, so it’s decorative when stowed 
and elegant when used. L 60 cm x W 18cm.
£25 H-LONGPLAT

2. gIngHAm TEAR-OFF nApKInS    NEW
Perfect for when you want to go posher than paper. In bright red 
and white gingham of our own design, a roll of tear-off cotton 
napkins that you can use again and again. Simply put in the wash and 
iron. They give a lovely retro feel for an idyllic country wedding or 
a barbeque in the garden. Each napkin 21cm x 21cm. Roll of 20.
£18.50	 P-GING

3. SmALL pLATTER    NEW
A wooden platter for serving smaller portions of food, like single 
cheeses or biscuits. It has a thumb-hole in the handle which makes
it suitable for passing nibbles around. Alternatively think of it as
a wooden plate and buy a set for outside meals or picnics. 
L 24cm x W 15cm.
£11.50 H-SHORTPLAT

4 & 5. IndOOR-OuTdOOR Rug & CuSHIOn
Take your outdoor weddings and parties up a notch with this 
attractive French padded rug - beautifully designed in red, white 
and taupe stripes. It can be purchased with a matching cushion for
the ultimate in outdoor or indoor luxury. Rug 1.65m x 1.65m,
Cushion 45cm x 45cm.
£85	 G-RUG  Rug Hand wash only
£20	 G-CUSH	  Cushion  Hand wash only

6. ROund pLATTER
Great for bread, pizza or cheese, this round wooden platter is 
very versatile and an attractive addition to any table. Its generous 
handle makes for easy carrying while wooden supports underneath 
the platter make it really stable. There’s also a leather loop so you 
can easily hang it from the wall. Dia 40cm; Handle L 12cm.
£26 H-PLAT	

7. FRAgRAnT OuTdOOR FIRELIgHTERS
Break off one or two of these little pots, add to your charcoal, 
light the wick and your barbecue will be ablaze in minutes.  
Each one is filled with bay leaves, thyme, rosemary and chilli
so they smell delicious and their aromatic smoke gives food
fabulous flavour. L 4.5cm x W 4.5cm x Dia 5cm.
£10.50	 G-FIRE  Set of 12 

8. bbQ buCKET
The perfect thing for easy dinners in the garden, picnics on the 
beach and romantic suppers anywhere, this lightweight galvanised 
barbecue bucket with wooden carrying handle keeps charcoal
and ashes safely contained. Very easy to light and makes clean-ups 
a doddle.  H 30cm x Dia 34cm.
£17.50 G-BBQ

9. OuTdOOR TAbLE CLIpS
Keep your wedding tablecloths in place on even the breeziest of 
days by attaching these twinkling glass droplets to its corners with
silver metal clips. L 8.5cm.
£12.50	 G-CLIP	 Set of 4
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3. LEd SOLAR LIgHTS
No wires, no plugs, no electricity! These environmentally friendly
LED lights are ideal for decorating the outside of your wedding 
venue - to welcome guests or to add a little charm to evening 
parties. For use outside, the 60 pea lights come on automatically at 
dusk for 8 hours, with a multi-function light setting and solar panel,
which re-charges the battery during the day.  L 6m.
£40	 X-LED

4. CAndLE LAnTERnS
These brilliant fire-retardant paper bags, punched with a star 
shaped graphic, create a soft romantic glow. Place tea lights
inside (weigh down with a bit of gravel in case of breeze) and
line them along borders and paths or dot them throughout your 
venue. Work well with our battery tea lights. Candles not included.
H 26cm x W15cm.
£9.50	 P-LANT10  Pack of 10 

1. wHITE LEd TREE LIgHTS
Transform your garden or wedding venue into a fairytale
landscape at the flick of a switch! With 30 metres of cable
and 250 pea lights, these lights represent unbeatable value
and look wonderful all year long! Also suitable for indoor use.
Low voltage transformer and plug included. 
£75 P-LEDTREE

2. KAndELInI
Hang these glass bells with tea lights from trees or on a pathway
at your wedding venue. Wind resistant with sturdy metal handles. 
Try using with our battery tea lights!  L 7cm x Dia 5cm.
£22	 G-KAN Pack of 6. Tea lights not included

7. pARASOL LIgHT gARLAnd    NEW
If you have a wedding garden party, you may have a sunshade.
Vital during the day, but futile at night. Not any more. These lights 
turn your evening parasol into an opulent enchanting bower. 
Specially designed to wrap around the struts on the underside, 
it comprises a 10 metre lead branching into 4 separate 1.5 metre 
strands with a total of 40 lights. Naturally it works just as well 
snaking around the branches of a tree. Transformer included. 
£35 G-PARASOL

8. KILnER Sun jAR
If a jam jar stores jam, then a sun jar stores sunshine - so you can
use it at night! This wonderful solar-powered Kilner jar lamp 
includes the classic glass jar, a rechargeable solar cell and LED 
lights. It is waterproof and, once charged, remains lit for 5 hours.
H 20cm x Dia 12cm.
£22 G-KILN	

5. gLASS LAnTERn
This handsome glass lantern will look stunning both inside or
outside your wedding party. A welcoming glow for arriving guests 
when hanging from the porch or as several lining the drive. Or from
a tree for alfresco dining. It’s still attractive during the day too.
Candle not included. H 24cm x W 21cm x D 10cm.
£45 G-LANT	

6. STAR CAndLE HOLdER    NEW
This is a truly stunning tea light holder. A 3-dimensional metal framed 
glass star with a tea light holder set in the middle, accessible through 
a little door. A chain allows you to suspend it. The star deserves 
prominence, maybe over your garden tables or over your bed at 
home!. W 30cm.
£26 G-STAR
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1. pEARL LIgHT HEART
Give a romantic tone to a summer’s evening wedding with our wire 
heart, decorated with pearlised beads and 30 warm white LED 
lights. The long lead will allow you to place the heart anywhere, 
propped up on the mantlepiece, hung in the window or hooked on 
the wall. H 32cm x W 21cm. 5m lead. 24v low voltage transformer 
to mains. 
£30 X-PEARL

2. mAROQ LIgHT gARLAnd    NEW
For a really romantic evening hang this beautiful garland of 
Moroccan-style lamps. Each of the 28 LED lights is enclosed in
a silvery lattice-cut metal lantern. For indoor use only, they
give a balmy glow threaded around the inside of a marquee, 
draped around a bed head or strung up above a doorway or 
window. A transformer for the mains with 3 m of cable leading
to a further L2.7m of garland. 
£36  P-MAROQ

3. CLEAR HAngIng VOTIVES    NEW
This is the classic tea light holder. A pair of simple clear glass 
holders with attached hanging wire for a wind protected
candlelit romantic feel. They work well in the garden or 
conservatory, hanging from trees or dotted around flower
beds. Simple and timeless. H 10cm x W 8cm.
£16.50 H-CLRVOT	 Set of 2

4. mERCuRy SILVEREd CAndLESTICKS    ExCLUSIvE
Hand-made twisted candlesticks are hard to find, and these silvered 
ones represent great value. Would look fabulous in an extravagant 
gesture of 6 or more as a wedding table centre piece. Hold candles 
with a diameter up to 2.5cm. Large: H 25.5cm, Small: H 19cm.
£33 H-CAND Set of 3: 1 large, 2 small.

5. mERCuRy SILVEREd TEA LIgHTS    ExCLUSIvE
Designed to match our silvered candlesticks, this set of 4 silvered 
glass tea lights will look fabulous on the party tables, or afterwards 
by your bed or even in the bathroom! H 7cm x Dia 7cm.
£14.50	 H-TEA  Set of 4
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see opposite
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7. pRETTy COLOuREd bOwLS
Four very feminine bowls in the design of an open flower, with a 
wonderfully subtle and muted variation of colours. They will look 
beautiful on the tables at your venue and afterwards on a dressing 
table, in the bathroom or in the kitchen.  Dia 8.5cm.
£18.50 H-DECBOWL	 Set of 4 

8. SmALL jEwELLEd ESpRESSO SpOOnS
These delicate espresso spoons come in a voile gift bag. Featuring 
rich and vibrant colours - red, blue, green, yellow, purple and pink - 
they’re perfect for desserts and coffee and would also make a great 
present. Please note that the spoons are 8cm long and smaller than 
normal teaspoons. Not dishwasher safe.  Each spoon: L 8cm.
£22 H-SPOON Set of 6

9. mATTE LuSTRE VASES
These are one of our favourite products, fantastic value too, a set 
of eight,  four in gold and four in purple, these matte finish lustre 
vases are just delicious. Suitable for little buds, they would look 
wonderful in groups dotted around the venue or on side tables.
H 5.5cm  x D 2cm top, 5cm bottom.
£22 X-VAS  Set of 8

10. mAgnETIC buTTERFLIES
These are just beautiful! Delicate hand painted butterflies with an 
ingenious magnet attachment.  Simply place the butterfly on a thin 
surface and the super strong magnet underneath it.  Hey Presto!  
The butterfly has landed on anything from name place cards to a 
table centerpiece.  Boxed set of 12. Each Dia 10cm.
£7.50 P-MAGBUT		 Set of 12

11. LuSTRE VASES
These are beautifully designed and each set contains 8 vases. 
Because they are so dainty, they are a very economic way of 
decorating your table as you can simply pick single flower heads - 
even a buttercup would look good. Each vase: H 5cm x Dia 4.5cm.
£22 P-VAS Set of 8

12. SummERpRInT TEA LIgHTS    NEW
When Spring is sprung pop a tea light in these enchanting holders. 
The outside of the glass is lined with paper in 3 different and very 
pretty prints. When lit the tea lights really come to life and the
pale purples and greens harmonise in the soft light. They look
truly wonderful lined up along the centre of a table, inside or out. 
H 7cm x W 6cm.
£15.50 H-SUMMER Set of 3
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1. mOTIF TEA LIgHTS
We really love these - three white glass tea light holders with 
vintage motifs of a crown, a heart and a hand in a stunning graphic. 
They look even better when lit. They would make a great statement 
on wedding tables or gifts to your bridesmaids -  you might want to 
keep some for yourself! H 7cm x D 6cm.
£15.50 H-WTEA	 Set of 3

2. FROSTEd SILVER HAngIng HEARTS
These are utterly charming. A pair of frosted silver glass hearts
with a hanging velvet ribbon in contrasting beige-brown.
They look gorgeous hanging on the back of chairs at a wedding,
or from a central table arrangement. Pair. W 8cm.
£10 X-FROST

3. HAngIng pumpKIn VOTIVES    NEW
A pair of sumptuous pumpkin-shaped glass hanging tea lights with a 
frosted finish in our enduringly popular mercury-silver. Place a tea 
light candle in the bottom for a charming romantic glow. Elegant 
indoors at your venue, or maybe grouped outside hanging from a 
tree on a starry-eyed evening.
£22	 H-FRPUMP Set of 2

4. SILVER SCATTER FLOwERS
Add a little sparkle to your special day with these faceted acetate 
flowers. You could use them on your invitations, or on name place 
tags. Try scattering them on tables at your reception or perhaps 
even along church pews - anywhere you want to add a little old-
fashioned glamour. Contains approx 200 flowers.
£26	 P-SCAT	

5. numbEREd gLASS VOTIVES
We know you love our mercury glass silver products, so we
have designed these exclusively for you. We also know that 
numbers are the graphic everybody wants this year, so we have 
combined the two.  Great for numbering your tables if your 
wedding is small and exclusive! H 9.5cm x Dia 8cm.
£14.50   H-NUMBVOT				Set of 3

6. SmALL wHITE dOVES
Add a bit more peace and love to your wedding. Doves do it!
These sweet, delicate feather and paper doves are an
inspirational, inexpensive and decorative idea with endless uses. 
They could rest above a table place name or perch upon a
present label. Each W5cm.
£8.50	 X-DOVE	 Set	of	12	
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5. wEddIng SIgn
You don’t want your guests to miss the fun, and no one wants
to stand around directing your guests. This sign gets them all
straight there with a sense of occasion and style. Our own
exclusive enamel wedding sign - printed both sides.
L 60cm x W 14cm.
£12.50 P-WED

6. ‘pARKIng’ And ‘TO THE LOO’ SIgnS
A stylish way to direct your guests! Designed exclusively to match 
our Wedding and Party signs, they are vintage styled enamel, 
printed on both sides. You’ll spend less time pointing, more time 
partying. Pair ‘To the Loo’ and ‘Parking’. L 60cm x W 14cm.
£21 P-PARK   Set of 2 signs

7. COnFETTI bOX
Put this fantastic, ready-to-go confetti kit in the church porch and 
guests can help themselves! Simply fill the 25 high quality, ivory 
coloured cones with the delightful mixture of delicate lilac, ivory 
blue and pink delphinium petals and wait for that perfect moment!
£45	 P-CON	  (Biodegradable)

8. pARTy SIgn
This wonderful sign is just perfect for parties - whether they’re
inside or outside. Welcome and direct your guests with this 
weather-proof enamel waymarker - printed both sides.
L 60cm x W 14cm.
£12.50 P-PART

9. juST mARRIEd STICKER
This is what all the best wedding cars are wearing this season!  
This self-adhesive ‘Just Married’ easy peel sticker is such a brilliant 
idea - it looks hand-written and gets the message across instantly!
H 14.5cm x W 63cm.
£12.50 P-JUST
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1. wEddIng pApER CHAInS    NEW
We like to come up with simple ideas with surprising results.
Like taking a traditional decorative idea and giving it a twist,
or a renaissance. Paper chains at a wedding? Why not! Made
and designed exclusively by us for you. 48 off-white gummed
paper strips, each strip is bedecked with beautiful wedding
motifs and phrases in our stand-out vintage graphics. A quirky
and inexpensive way of decorating your reception. L 3m.
£5.50 P-WEDPAPER

2. wHITE VOILE bunTIng
A charming and striking version of the traditional English summer-
time decoration. Add the finishing touch to your party or wedding 
with this high quality, exclusive white voile bunting. Romantic 
draped between trees, beautiful hung inside your house or marquee 
and eye-catching when it decorates an entrance - there’s an endless 
range of fun options. In a generous length of 10m.
£18.50 	P-VOIL

3. pApER bunTIng
This original paper bunting comes straight from the world of 
Mediterranean fiestas. It’s surprisingly robust and truly fantastic.  
An astonishing 50m in length, it comes on a fine cord, so that you
can either string it inside your venue or around the outside of a 
marquee - it would also look fun decorating trees surrounding 
the reception. L 50m.
£12.50	 P-FIEST

4. KIdS pARTy pApER CHAInS    NEW
It’s not rocket science to reinvent the paper chain for kids’ parties, 
but we like to think we have done it beautifully. For both boys and 
girls, and in bright colours. Each of the 48 gummed paper strips 
carries the word “party” in a fun kids’ font. Get them to help you 
make them up, it’s far easier than blowing balloons. L 3m.
£5.50 P-PARTYPAPER
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NEW NEW

WEDDING LIStS
If you are interested in our Wedding List Service,
please call our customer service line for more details.

CUStOMER SERvICE tEaM
If you have any queries you can call us on
0844 858 0734, Monday to Friday, 9am to 5pm.

REtURNS
In the unlikely event that a parcel arrives damaged
or faulty, or if you wish to return it, you must contact
us within 8 working days of receiving your parcel
by calling us on 0844 858 0734 or by email at
customerqueries@coxandcox.co.uk. all returns,
unless faulty or damaged, are made at a cost to
yourself. Items need to be returned within 30 days
in the original packaging and in a resaleable condition
and bespoke items are non-returnable unless faulty.

Please visit our website for our full returns policy
and our terms and conditions.

1. dOOdLE TAbLECLOTH    NEW
This will rip up conventional wedding tableware and turn 
celebratory meals into one big game for the children! A cotton 
tablecloth with a graph design on which they can doodle and write 
and no one will tell them off! 8 coloured pens are provided. When 
they are finished, simply take it home, wash the cloth at 40° and start 
all over again. 148cm x 250cm.
£55	 C-DOODLE	

2. gLITTER TATTOO KIT    NEW
We want you to look your sparkly best with our body art kit.
From parties to festivals, you’re not dressed without some form 
of bodily or facial adornment. It contains 15 stencils, 4 pots 
of coloured glitter, 3 brushes, a bottle of body adhesive and 
instructions. The tattoos last for days and are easily removable
and waterproof. Would make a great theme for a party!
Box L 14cm x W 8cm.
£15.50 M-GLITT

3. FLOwER FRIEndS KIT    NEW
All you need to make cute little flowery friends is here. Felt, wooden 
balls, glittery wire and flowers to decorate them. You add the glue 
and a needle. When you have finished try hanging them on
a mobile. Instructions included. Each friend approx H 8cm.
£6.50 M-FRIENDKIT

7. pARTy bIngO
This is a fantastic idea for entertaining the children at your wedding. 
The boxed game includes a bingo notepad with 46 tear-off sheets, 
48 hand-illustrated calling cards and 4 wooden pencils.
L 19cm x W 16cm.
£8 TP-BINGO

8. bLInd IgnORAnCE
We don’t like to insult our customers, but Blind Ignorance is bliss. 
This is the game in which one player chooses a famous person 
card and, without looking, wears it on their head while trying to 
guess who they are. It’s fantastic fun for all ages and any number at 
summer weddings. L 16cm x H 6cm x W 6cm.
£7.50 P-BLIND   Boxed set 

9. FIngER pRInTIng SET
This is just brilliant! Children of all ages (3-103!) can have heaps 
of fun crafting the most wonderful pictures and flicker books by 
using the ink pads and stamps to create fingerprint characters with 
a range of fantastic expressions. Contains 4 coloured ink pads, 12 
rubber stamps and 12 colouring pencils. Tin: L 19cm x W 8cm x D 2.5cm.
£9.50 C-FING

4. SOmETHIng TO KEEp yOu HAppy AT A wEddIng!
There’s no chance of having bored children at your wedding with
this fun little activity book. Leave copies dotted around the tables,
and you can guarantee to keep them amused while the adults 
enjoy the occasion. With  wedding-themed colour-in pages, quiz 
questions and ‘I can spot’ opportunities, it’s suitable for everyone 
from tiddlers to teens. L 21cm x W 15cm.
£9.50 P-SPOT	

5. FRIEndSHIp bRACELET KIT
You see them wearing these in every playground and common 
room. Kids and teenagers these days can’t be friends without
giving each other a friendship bracelet. With this kit they can
make unique creations and keep themselves amused during the 
celebrations. Everything is in the tin . . . 12 fancy coloured yarns, 
tinted safety pins and an instruction booklet with 5 designs to make, 
from easy to hard.
£11.50 C-FRIEND

6. bLAnK CARdS 
These blank cards are brilliant for inexpensive thank you cards and 
wedding invitations - just add your own designs. You could also use 
them for table numbers or place names. Why not leave them out to 
entertain the younger children at your wedding? 
Pack of 50 with envelopes. 12.5cm x 12.5cm. 
£12.50 C-CARD
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